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 1. Motivation

- warm conveyor belts: frequent features in Northern Hemisphere

- formation of clouds in WCB

        diabatic heating

        modification of PV

,            = Diabatic Heating Rate 

             
PV influenced by gradient of DHR

 
WCB reaches upper troposphere with low PV values

            
             Influence of small scale microphysical processes on the large scale    

             dynamics



  

 1. Motivation

- Example of a forecast error due to a too weak WCB (17/18 January 2005)

Analyse Analyse

forecast forecast

PV on 320 K
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 1. Motivation

- Example of a forecast error due to a too weak WCB (17/18 January 2005)

Forecast – analyses for PV @ 320 K

X = position of WCB

- conveyor belt is too weak leading to too high PV values in a large area

         It is important to understand which microphysical processes modify the PV    
    in a WCB and thus lead to a strong modification of the upper – level PV pattern

         



  

 2. Procedure

COSMO – simulations

- simulation with a resolution of 28 km over the North Atlantic.

- calculation of DHR due to different microphysical processes.

Calculation of trajectories

- Based on the COSMO output, forward trajectories are run.
- DHR and DPVR are tracked along the trajectories.

DPVRcond/evap DPVR melting of snowDPVRdep. growth of snow



  

 3. Microphysical processes

Microphysics in the COSMO – model: 

- prognostic equations for water vapor (qv), cloud water (qc), cloud ice (qi), rain (qr)     
  and snow (qs) 
- change in temperature due to transfers between the hydrometeor species:

 Sc, Sr, Si ,Ss = source and sink terms for the corresponding water category.        
            Lv, Ls = latent heat of vaporization and sublimation. 



  

 3. Microphysical processes
The source and sink terms that have to be considered are:

With the single processes given by:

S
c
    = condensation and evaporation of cloud water 

S
ev

   = evaporation of rain

S
i
dep  = depositional growth and sublimation of cloud ice

S
i
melt = melting of cloud ice to form cloud water

S
s
dep  = depositional growth and sublimation of snow

S
s
melt = melting of snow to form rain water

liquid:

ice:

rain:

snow:



  

 4. Results: trajectories 16- 18 january 2005

- selection criteria for trajectories: ascent > 700 hPa in 48 h
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 4. Results: vertical section

hydrometeor mass [mg kg-1]



  

 4. Results: vertical section

hydrometeor mass [mg kg-1]

X = position of WCB



  

 4. Results: vertical sections
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dep. growth 
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 4. Results: time development along trajectories

hydrometeor mass [mg kg-1]

diabatic heating rates [K h-1] diabatic PV-rate [pvu h-1]



  

 4. Results: time development along trajectories

hydrometeor mass [mg kg-1]

diabatic heating rates [K h-1] diabatic PV-rate [pvu h-1]
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 5. Summary / Outlook

Summary

- WCB can strongly modify the upper level PV pattern.
- PV – modification depends on various microphysical processes.

 - calculation of DHR due to different microphysical processes with COSMO.
   - calculation of corresponding DPVR.

 - calculation of forward trajectories.

    case study: condensation/evaporation, depositional growth of snow and              
       evaporation of rain can modify the PV.

detailed knowledge of small scale microphysical processes is needed in order 
to predict the influence of WCB on large scale dynamics.

        



  

THANK YOU



  

 4. Results: mean values along trajectories

mean hydrometeor mass [mg kg-1]

diabatic heating rates [K 48 h-1]

cloud water

cloud ice

snow

rain

cond./evap
(~60%)

dep. growth 
of snow
(~40%)

melting 
of snow

evap.
of rain
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